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AssrRAcr

Unsteady flow of an incompressible second order' fluid through a
semi-infinite circular pipe whose radius varies with time and whose one
end is closed has been investigated. A perturbation scheme in small
parameter a which represents the rate of contraction or expansion of
the pipe has been used in solving the problem. It is seen that the abso-
lute values of shearing stress and, frictional drag decrease or increase on
account of viscoelasticity when the pipe contracts or expands.

lntrcduction :

The main part of the cardiovascular pump is a valved vessel. When
the blood in the left ventricle is being forced by systole into the aorta,
the mitral valve is closed while the atrioventricular valve is open. At
this stage the left ventricle forms a vessel with one end closed.

A vein of medium size also has a valve system when it contracts
the valve at the upstream end is closed, and that at the downstream end
is open. In such a vessel or tube with one end closed the contents are
ejected into the adjoining section mainly by the simple contraction of
the tube diameter, even though the peristalsis, if any, may help to trans-
port the contents. By co-operating with motions of valve a vein with a
valve system can act as a local purnping station powered by the action
oI muscles.

The blood vessel closed at one end by a valve, or the thin bron-
chial tube may be modelled by a semi-infinite pipe rvith one end closed
by an idealized membrane and the blood may be represented by some
suitable rheological model. Uchida and Aoki (1) have discussed this
flow problem by taking blood to be a Newtonian fluid. Since, blood ex-
hibits some elastic properties, we consider the problem by taking blood
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to be an incompressible second order fluid whose constitutive equation

is given by Coleman and Noll (2) as

rrr: - p6;,{ lt1A6y;1* lt2Aelu* psA1lia A1r1at (l)

Here p is an indeterminate pressure which differs, in general, from
the mean pressure, and Agyi and Ap1i1 arc Rivlin-Ericksen tensors

given by

467;i:ut,1*u 1,t.

A qsii: a;, i ! o i I *2um, i,o m, i

ltr, ltz, lts, are material constants and have been determined experi-
mentally by Markovitz and Brown (3) and others for the solutions of
polyisobutylene in cetane of various concentrztions. The constant p, is

negative.

We assume that the one end of semi-infinite pipe is closed with
an idealized complaint membraue which prevents only the axial motion
but leaves the radial motion cornpletely unchecked. The radius of the

pipe is assumed to be a function of time r. Introducing a non-dimen-

sional parameter o( (t):?rff, wt"rea is the radius of the pipe and p

is the density of the fluid, we have obtained the solution for the unsteady

flow produced by a single contraction or a single expansion of the pipe

by expanding the flow functions as power series in <. The pressure and

friction at the wall have been calculated for different values of the
elasticoviscous parameters.

Formulation of the Problem :

Unsteady flow of an incompressible second order fluid through a

semi-infinite circular pipe whose radius varies with time is considered.
The pipe is ciosed at z:0 by an elastic membrane which prevents axial
motion but is fully complaint to radial motion produced by the wall.
This situation may easily be achieved by making the flow symmetrical
about the plane e:0.

Referring to cylindrical polar co-ordinates (.r, 0, 71 and denoting
the velocity components by u, o and w in the directions of r, 0 and z

respectively, axisymmetric unsteady flow is governed by the following
equations of continuity and motion.

a!+1+Y:o
drroz

(2)

(3)
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where rrr, t00, rat r.rzt are the physical components of the stress

given by (l) and (2). The wall of the pipe moves only in the radial direc-

tion and its radius is assumed to be.a function of time only. The radial
velocity of fluid'at the wall denoted by u* is equal to the wall velocity
daldt-*a. The boundary condition are therefore

u:(1, ly :0 at r:a(t)

u :0, aa|:o at r:o

w-O at z:0.

we make the following transformations

p - -\!, ,:".7 F' , ,- !all A'n o

p (r, z) : P!-!lt,{d + ii t,{n))

where a prime denotes dldn.

The equation of continuity is identically satisfied by the forms of r
andw in (7). Using the transformations (7), the equations of motion (4)

and (5) become

,;:l\ti- ",ff) - 4 - i(!,)' - (f)" * l ( )' * $ i| r a {- z"(f)"

+2*q() +en(4)"+< (ff -^,ff)"-r"(+| -r:i(il'

+z^(!\" +z"i(l)' *r.L i-^i,i.{(i)' .',1\i)'

*, (;)' (f)'., 
; 

( f I (i ) 
. # I(f)' + +!(!)' j +,{' (;)' (fl i

+z'-!(f,1'+^;(;l(i'i--+(#)')l (8)
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p,:(2a+y){4i),(;1,.;tr1(ill 
(e)

[-{rG)' *,"(l)' **(v,)' .(;),(+)' *Ie),

-,ff) i*(*J' *;fi' - #tr11.,[.(# )" -";,G )

* ^;(f)' - u*(T)"' - *,(T)"' *,.,\,(l)' -,.lifl)"

- G)"' 
(l)' -'G)' (i)' -,(l) (,Y)" - G)ff \''

+ +(l-)" L a o(1,')" ff )' *,1"() ffi' -i(il' e)
-,;(il H',.*:lT|-; I(+\', --;,ff:\
.,1ir +l*,[,#(I| ff) -,1 E)' ff)' - ^;(+) 

(+l'

where nQ):!!, B:\. ,,:re.Dt Az' ' Az

The relation (9) has been used in obtaining the equation (10).
boundary conditions (6) become

L_o, (i)' :, at q:o

f - -n, l:o at ,t:r.nn
Solq:l11nt ol the Equotiort :

In crder !o analyse the fundamental properties
a full solution similar in both space rnd time which
linear characteristies of the problem is studied here.

Such a similar solution can be obtained by assuming F:0 and
constant in (10), which means that the function F is a function only

.'# iff)' -,;1',,f)(+)'' -r(+l \\l'-,;ff|(#)'J:o ,,0,

(1r)

of the present flow,
preserves the non-

*
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conta;ning a as a constant narameter. The value of , is taken as its
initial value

ati_. ontin
Yt Dr

( 13)

where, ao and ,,.:(47.\ are the initial values of the radius and of its" \dt/ s

expansion rate, respectiyely. Contracting and expanding pipes thus
have <(0 and <>0 respectively. The parameter l< lit the Reynolds
number whicir represents the dynamical scale of the present motion.

Heie, we obtain a series solution for small values of < which
is seen to be a parameter representing wall Reynolds number
we put

F(,i):!rn"f,,(,r)

The boundary conditions on F, are

&:0, ( _'\' :o at a :on -'\n /
Fr:-l, F'r-Q at rl:1, (15)

!t__0, (+),:o at 4:o 
l ror nD2. (16)

Fn:Q, F'*:O at n:l '
Substituting expressions (14) into (10) with 0u'{r:O 

and equatini ,f,. .o-
d4dt

efrcients of different powers of < to zero, we get a set of equations

for Fr, Fz, Fs, etc. and K' Kr, K.. etc.

Theintegrations ofthese equations under boundary conditions (15)

(14)

(17)

(1 8)

and (16) gives

Fr: -2114 * rtL.

Fz: -r!r r, * 3rr -lrrr* rlr' + tt(*i\' r\r' -lr")
* y(4r12 -8qn * 4rtu).

Fg: -,13#rr' *#*r'-ffir" **r'- liar"+J*r"
* ul-Tpr' +ffir*-f;r' *'#r"- #r'" ]

l

-.-.,-"-#*--^-#<;. 
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+ rffrr' -ff r' + gr' - 1,t, 
* iir,, ]

+0,[-2ffr, *#t -#r" *3]r,f

* r,[ - \fn, +tzn*- So,iu *Tr']

+arffft,-"ffr.*60q6-?*l (1e)

etc. and values of the k,, may also be determined

kt:16

*,: -! +tp- t2sy.

r, : - ffi+ri*u - T, *TB, -?8! ny +ttlzyz.':

Let k-<ft , * <" k r+ <rk. * ......
:, u 

" - O- 8 p +,2v)*, - ('"ir? - 
1-ffi 

0 + {-4,

-Pj u +3Y o, -r rs2yz)<' +....

The pressure can be calculated by substituting the values of F1, F., F,
etc. from (17) to (19) into (8) and (9). Now, denoting the pressure on
the axis by p" (2, r), we get the pressure distribution at a fixed z as

#fu: ^[{- 
or, + *{-lr,+ 3,, n - i*r 

u + n( - r o} - ffr,* Sr,)
+r(-n,1' +un.)\a l.#{ (nz,' p+ts,t'r)

+ 
"la(zza 

n, - 3zore+ $r.) +, (rnr, - rcor^ +ffr")
* fi, (48,1, - 240q+) * vz ( - 1536q2 * 192011 a)

*Fy(-30a8qz *3720q*))+......)1. (22)

Tpking ,l:1, the above relation yields the pressure difference between
the wall and the central axis as

,ffih:.|{-o-".(** 680 + +ay)+ }.'#tt72p+B6y

*.(-Tr-Tr- D2Fz *384v,+6728y)a )] e3)

(20)

(2t)

c
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The pressure at an arbitrary point is calculated as

{r;r;: - 
[ { - a r' + n{-Lrn' + 3 n 

n -flr "* p( - rc \ -?7 ?,1' * Yr')
+ t'(-tor' +za't-)\* . I*#{nz,f B+%,t'r

+ "{o(zur' - 320t1 a + ff, ") * r(tnr, - rcrt r, +T r,)
+ fi'(48,t' -24Oqa)* y'(- t536r7r. * l9207lL)

+rrr,(-:o+s n,l+3720,1n)* i]* +t. e4)

when pr7 is the reference pressure at a fixed poirlt z:1, r:0. Taking
,i:1 the above relation yields the pressure along the axis as

'--* - ^[ { - 
- - ".(*l + r 008 + 46y > * .. .. .\ *#\t z a + se,

*.( - Tp - ry, - D2 p, * 384y, + en a ^r) + ......\

l. -2 t2*;+. (2s)

The necessary power for the external forces driving the present

motion can be calculated as

.t
P: -2taa I o*ar. Q6)

b

Integrating (26) the non-dimensional form of p is given by

L-":zoul- 
* :* b\++*(-rlr+ roop + +oy) a ......|

*#{f--(;r+ff0+'\!')* }l Q7)

The expression for shearing stress at the wall can be given as

ra:(tr)q_t:9!!-rr, (28)

where,

,,: nf- ntz* 37 B -l6y) - <' ffr+fr O -),
*Tu'-11?r,)*'] Qs1

-
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The values 7, with respect to t.:-.2, 
-.1, .1, .2 at 11:1 for (r, f):(0,0),(-.05, .2), (-.C5, .3), (--.1,.3) are calcuiared and given in.Table l.

Values ol T, lor clifferent vslues of e, ll)
p:0
v:0

,( : -'05.1 f : -'05y: '3
3: -'l.): '?

-.2
-.1

.1

.2

-1"6766816
--c.81958_s2

4.1195852

1.5166816

-1.4546188
-4.766s773s

0.82757735

1.6986188

-1.3783524

-0.755C4405
0.842A44A4

1.7503524

-1.2653232

-0.7256654
0.8556654

1.785332

And the non-dirnensioilel form of the fr.ictional drag pf acting on the
part of the pipe bctween z:0 and z:l is

Df 2,ta [t ,

*:,:;;:, I G,,),,=,"

:P'r' l' 
. nr . .a-

Discussion :

The expression for the pressure at the wall of the pipe is given by
(25). This shows that the viscoelastic parameters afiect the pressure dis-
tribution. The necessary power for the external forces driving the motion
in the pipe is given by (27). When B:"7:0, the expressions (25) and
(27) give the corresponding results for the case of a Newtonian fluid.

The shearing stress Tw at the wall of the pipe and the frictional
drag D acting on the pipe between z:0 to z-l are given by (23) and
(30) respectively in terms of 7r. The values of z, for different values
of the parameters 4, A, y are given in table l. The table 1 shows that
for <<0 (contracting pipe) lr, I decreases when lpl and/or y
increases while for "(>0 ( expanding pipe ) I z, I increases when either
or both viscoelastic parameters increase. Thus the effect of viscoelasti-
city on the shearing stress at the wall and the frictional drag is to
decrease them when pipe contracts and to increase them when the pipe
expands.

(30)
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